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Chapter 1. Introduction: Publishing in today's Digital Era i
William E. Kasdorf, President, Impressions Book and Journal Services, Inc.

Today, virtually all publishing is digital to some extent, whether content is
delivered electronically or in print. But every publishing family is digital in
its own way. Some, like journals and reference publishers, have moved so far
toward electronic publishing that they are beginning to abandon print.
Others, like magazines and catalogs, have focused more on digital
production technology and, with newspapers, on integrating workflow for
print and online publication. E-books still seem tentative, although they
present big advantages, especially to publishers of textbooks and scholarly
books. This introduction examines these different sides of publishing today to
provide some perspectives on the many aspects of publishing in the digital
era that this Guide discusses in depth in subsequent chapters. This overview
ends with some suggestions of important technologies that deserve special
attention from publishers today.

1.01 Digital publishing is both a given and a goal i
(i) The real revolutions have already happened 2

1.02 Various publishers, various solutions 3
(i) Journals: the proving ground for electronic publishing 3

- The problem with print 4
- Awkward economics 4
- Moving from print to electronic publication 5
- Pioneering SGML 5
- Pricing and delivery models 6
- Making access ubiquitous 6



• DOI and CrossRef 7
- It's real 7

(ii) Magazines and catalogs: where graphics became digital 7
- PostScript + PC = DTP 8
- A whole new way to work 8
- It's all about print 8
- What about electronic publishing? 10

• Print production tools for online uses 10
- Content management and digital asset management 11

(iii) Textbooks: a tough transition to electronic publishing 11
- The obstacles to electronic publishing 12
- Custom publishing and coursepacks 13

(iv) Scholarly monographs: saved by
print-on-demand and e-books 15
- Print-on-demand 15
- E-books 16

(v) Trade books: the rights battleground 18
- E-book trials, failures, and partial successes 18
- Wrangling over rights 18

• Authors vs. publishers ig
• Publishers vs. readers 19
• The perfect copy problem 20
• Learning how to manage digital rights 20

(vi) Reference: where metadata matters most 21
- Isn't it all free on the Web? 21
- Metadata makes it really work 22
- Adding intelligence adds value 23

(vii) Newspapers: putting it all together 23
- Digital technology makes it easier, not more complicated 24
- Beyond managing content to managing workflow 24

1.03 What next? 25
(i) Some givens 25

- The Internet 25
- The Web 25
-XML 26
- PDF 26
- DOI 26
- Unicode 26

(ii) Some works in progress 27
- The personal computer 27
- E-books 27
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- DRM 27
- Linking 27
- Metadata 28
- JDF 28
- Digital printing 28
-Broadband 28
-Accessibility 28

(iii) Some future prospects 29
- The Semantic Web 29
- Web services 29
-XSL-FO 29 1
- E-paper 29
-XMP 30
-SVG 30
- Taxonomies 30
- Mapping information 30

1.04 Dive in! 30

Chapter 2. The Technical Infrastructure 32
Chris Biemesderfer, Seagoat Consulting

This chapter discusses the basic hardware and software that provide the
infrastructure for digital publishing. Becoming familiar with these
components will help those involved in digital publishing to better
understand technical issues and use tools and techniques' more effectively.

2.01 Overview 32
2.02 The basics of computer architecture 32

(i) The anthropomorphized computer 32
- Thinking: processors, memory, and the processing

environment 33
- Showing: display technology 33
- Saving: storage technology 34
- Talking: communication and data transfer 34

(ii) A few basic terms and definitions 34
- Bits and bytes 34
- Input and output 35
- Digital vs. analog 35

2.03 The processing environment 36
(i) Operating systems 36

- Unix 36
- Apple Macintosh 37
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- Microsoft Windows 38
- Other operating systems 39

• Large: mainframes and supercomputers 39
• Tiny: handheld and embedded 40

(ii) Application software 41
- Concurrent calculation: spreadsheets 41
- Storage, search, and retrieval: databases 42
- Manipulation of text: word processing and formatting 43
- Manipulation of nontext: graphics, design,

and image/audio processing 43
- Combinations: accounting packages,

content/asset management, and more 44
• Accounting 44
• CAD: computer aided design 44
• Content management 45

2.04 Display 45
(i) Terms and definitions 45

- Bitmaps and rasters 45
- Pixels and resolution 46
- Monochrome, grayscale, and color 46
-Antialiasing 46

(ii) Overview of display technology 47
- CRTs: cathode-ray tubes 47
- LCDs: liquid crystal displays 47
- Touch sensitive displays 48
- Electronic ink 48
- Video signals 48

2.05 Data storage 49
(i) Storage devices 49

- Magnetic media 49
- Optical media 49
- Hybrid media 50
- Media and format 50

(ii) Disk storage 50
- Fixed disks 51
- Removable disks 51
- Optical disks 51

• Compact discs and CD-ROM 52
• Recordable and rewritable CD: CD-R and CD-RW 52
• DVD 52

(iii) Tape storage 52
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2.06 Data communications 53
(i) Local device communication 53

- Communications channels 53
• Serial channels 53
• Parallel channels 54

- Common examples of device communications standards 54
• RS-232 54
• FireWire 54
• USB 54
• Parallel printers 54
• SCSI 55
• GPIB 55

(ii) Network communications 55
- The client/server protocol 55
- Network topology 56

(iii) Linking computers: LANs and WANs 56
- LAN: local area networks 56

• Wireless LANs 57
- WAN: wide area networks 57

• Dial-up analog circuits and modems 57
• Digital circuits 58
• Circuit speed designations 59

(iv) Communication rules: protocols 60
- Networking protocols 61
- Application protocols in TCP/IP 62

• Terminal and file sharing services 62
• Information exchange 62
• Application services and discovery 63

2.07 Additional interesting resources 63

Chapter 3. Markup: XML & Related Technologies 65
William E. Kasdorf, President, Impressions Book and Journal Services, Inc.

Markup enables the various parts and features of a given set of content to be
distinguished and named. It provides a way to label, describe, and delimit
these in a publication so that processing systems can tell them apart and
know how they relate to each other. Markup languages are used to define
specific markup schemes. In the past, markup languages were typically
proprietary and used only by specialists. The Web gave rise to one of the
simplest and most widely used markup languages ever devised, HTML, and
also to one of the most flexible and powerful: XML, the Extensible Markup
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Language. After a brief overview of earlier markup languages, this chapter
focuses on the technologies in the XML family— XML itself, and related
standards for defining, styling, linking, transforming, and annotating—that
provide the foundation for digital publishing today.

3.01 Overview 65
(i) What is markup? 65

- Visual cues 66
- Proprietary markup 66
- Rigorous vs. ambiguous markup 68

• Formatting ambiguity 68
• Structural ambiguity 68
• Missing codes 69

- Separating structure and appearance 70
• Markup for structure 71
• Markup for meaning 72

(ii) A brief history of structured markup standards 72
- GenCode and GML 73
- SGML: the Standard Generalized Markup Language 74
- HTML: HyperText Markup Language 75
- XML: the Extensible Markup Language 75

(iii) Open standards 76
- SGML and ISO, the International Organization for

Standardization 76
- XML and the W3C 77
- OeB and the Open eBook Forum 78

3.02 HTML: HyperText Markup Language 79
(i) Parts of an HTML document 80

- The header 81
- The body 81
- HTML character entities 82
- HTML editing tools 82

(ii) Web programming 82
(iii) Accessibility 83

(iv) Formatting and style 84
- CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) 85
-XHTML 85

3.03 XML: the Extensible Markup Language 85
(i) Overview 85

- XML is a metalanguage 87
- XML is also a family of standards 88
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- XML is used for other standards 89
- XML and SGML 89
- XML and HTML 91

(ii) Using XML for structured markup 92
- Document analysis 92

• Scope 92
• Granularity 94.
• Functionality 95
• The politics of document analysis 96

- Document Type Definitions (DTDs) 97
• Elements 97
• Elements delineate structure 98
• Attributes 100
• Empty elements 101
• Entities 101
• Defining rules and parsing 104
• An example of a simple DTD 105

- The role of standard DTDs 108
• ISO 12083: it's all about structure 109
• TEI: a wealth of options in
• MEP: stages of enrichment 113

- Schemas 114
• XML schema languages 115
• Datatyping 116
• Two schema examples 116
• RELAX NG 116
• XML Schema 118

- The document instance 120
• Well-formed vs. valid XML 121

- Namespaces 122
(iii) Defining the appearance of XML documents 123

- Converting to HTML for Web display 124
- Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 124
- XSL, the Extensible Stylesheet Language 126

• XSLT and XSL-FO 126
• XSL-FO is a specification language,
not a formatting engine 128

- Fonts and character encoding 128
• Unicode 130

(iv) Transforming XML documents 131
- Manual conversion with text editors 132
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- Scripting 133
- Validating editors 134
- XSLT: XSL Transformations 135

(v) Linking in XML 138
- XLink: the XML Linking Language 140
- XPath: the XML Path Language 142
- XPointer: the XML Pointing Language 144

(vi) Metadata 145
- RDF: the Resource Description Framework 146
- XMP: the Extensible Metadata Platform 148
- Metadata vocabularies in publishing 149

• Dublin Core 149
• ONIX 150
• CrossRef 151

3.04 Communication, cooperation, collaboration 152

Chapter 4. Organizing, Editing, & Linking Content iss
John Strange, Group Production Director, Blackwell Publishing

The production and distribution of content are two of the most important
functions carried out by publishers. Historically, these publishing functions
had only to concern themselves with how to produce and distribute physical
items: books, magazines, and journals printed on paper. However, since the
mid-1990s publishers have recognized that in order to meet the demands of
digital publishing, their publishing processes require radical rethinking. The
traditional print requirements must continue to be fulfilled, but the
additional demands of digital publishing must also be met. The content must
be available electronically—usually on-line. It must be consistently produced
to a high standard, available at the same time or ahead of print, and it
must provide maximum functionality—which often means linking both
internally and externally, and sometimes means including nonprint content.
Of course, all of this must be achieved at minimum added cost to the
publisher.

4.01 Overview: the transition from traditional to digital publishing 155
4.02 Structuring content 156

(i) XML in the digital production process 156
-XML-out 156
-XML-in 157
- Benefits of XML-in vs. XML-out 158

(ii) Choosing a DTD 158
- Bespoke (or Base) DTDs 159
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- Standard DTDs 159
- Granularity 160

4.03 The impact of digital publishing on traditional publishing
models 160
(i) Case study: journal publishing in the digital world 161

- Supplementary content 161
• Supplementary content: recommendations 161

- "Disaggregation" of content 162
• "Disaggregation" of content: recommendations 163

4.04 Information about content: metadata 164
(i) What is metadata and why is it important? 164
(ii) Defining metadata 164

- Metadata vocabularies 164
- "Core" metadata 165
- Examples of metadata vocabularies 165

• DCMI 165
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• MARC 166

(iii) Structuring metadata 166
- Resource Description Framework (RDF) 166
- Exchanging metadata 166

(iv) The Semantic Web 167
4.05 Linking 168

(i) Intradocument links 168
- Intradocument links: recommendations 169

(ii) Interdocument links 170
- Interdocument links: recommendations 170

(iii) Extradocument links 171
- URL (Uniform Resource Locator) 171
- FTP (File Transfer Protocol) 171
- DOI (Digital Object Identifier) 171
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(iv) Extradocument links: recommendations 172
(v) Reference linking 172
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• How CrossRef linking works 173
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• How the CrossRef process works 174

- Abstracting services 175
- OpenURL 175
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• Sfx: an example of an open linking solution 176
• DOI/CrossRef and OpenURL/SFX 176

4.06 Conclusion 176

Chapter 5. Data Capture & Conversion 179
Mark Gross, President, Data Conversion Laboratory

This chapter discusses the ins and outs of converting and upgrading textual
data and related information from all kinds of formats into markup
languages for publishing purposes. While the issues and approaches apply to
all markup languages, particular emphasis is given to the issues of
converting documents into XML, SGML, and HTML. The chapter looks at the
issues surrounding the capture of data from sources such as paper and
microfilm, word processors, publishing systems, PDF, and ASCII—the main
issue being the need to untangle content from structure.

5.01 Overview: Entering a world of structure 179
(i) A step-by-step approach 180

- Define aims 180
- Determining the appropriate level of tagging 180
- Analyze your data 181
- Data capture 182

• Extraction oftext 182
• Determining text flow and structure 182
• Obtaining nontext objects 183
• Establishing relationships between text and objects 183

- Creating your target format 183
- Output 183

5.02 Untangling content from structure 184
(i) Why is it important? J84

(ii) Implicit vs. explicit information 185
- Identifying ambiguity 185

5.03 Where does your data come from? 187
(i) Legacy content 187

- Nondigital sources 187
• Paper and microfilm 187
• Key-entry processes 188
• OCR 189
• How much accuracy do you need? 190

- Digital sources 190
• Word processors 190
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• Publishing systems 191
• Text formatters 193

- XML and SGML source data 193
(ii) Planning for future content 195

- Word processors 196
- Structured authoring environments 196
- Updating in the tagged language 197
- Round-trip conversion 197

(iii) Issues surrounding other data sources 198
- PDF 198
-ASCII 199
- HTML 200

5.04 The conversion process 201
(i) Phase one: concept and planning 201

- Project concept 202
- Materials evaluation 202
- Rough-cut pricing estimate 202 j
- Project feasibility analysis 203

(ii) Phase two: proof of concept 203
- Project initiation (week one) 203

• Defining the sample set 204
- Inventory of materials (middle of week one to week

seven) 204
- Developing decision-making guidelines

(week two to beginning of week three) 204
- Conversion specification document

(week three to middle of week four) 205
- Proof of concept software and sample set conversion

(week four to middle of week seven) 205
- Future phase planning and pricing

(middle of week seven to week eight) 205
(iii) Phase three: analysis, design, and engineering 206

- Production process planning 206
- Production quality planning 207
- Production ramp up 208 -

(iv) Phase four: production 208
- Full-volume production 208
- Production process control 208
- Materials trafficking 209
- Process involvement feedback 209
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- Packaging and delivery 209
- Exception handling mechanisms 209

(v) Where do you go from here? 209
- The six keys to successful conversion 209

5.05 Analysis issues 210
(i) Text and characters 210

- Fonts, special character encoding, Unicode 210
- Accents and diacritics 211
- Non-Latin alphabets 211

(ii) Tagging of paragraphs and heads 212
(iii) Cross-references and linking 212
(iv) Lists 212
(v) Tables 213
(vi) Graphics 214

- Raster 214
-Vector 215

(vii) Indexes 215
(viii) Bibliographic information 216

(ix) Footnotes 217
(x) Math 217

5.06 Summing up 217

Chapter 6. Composition, Design, & Graphics 219

Thad Mcllroy, President, Arcadia House

Publishing in the digital era, to an overwhelming degree, still means
publishing in print. More often than not what is published electronically
today first started as print. While much of the energy in digital publishing
has shifted to the electronic conveyance and display of information, the bulk
of the economic activity still centers on print-based publishing. Electronic
publishing is the future of the industry, but print publishing pays today's
bills. Today's digital tools, technologies, and techniques are as often used in
print as in electronic publishing. Mastering print publishing demands
knowledge of a broad range of processes and technologies surrounding
composition, design, and graphics. Print publishing has reached the
intersection of 500 years of analog craft and a new era in digital computer
graphics. Publishing practitioners require an appreciation of both. This
chapter is a broad overview of the processes and technologies that comprise
the practice of print publishing in the era of digital publishing. We focus on
the digital technologies that are moving the process forward into the future,
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and the traditional craft-based sktils still important in the digital era that
optimize quality in everyday work.

6.01 Overview 219
6.02 Text, graphics, and page layout: The three elements of a page 220
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6.05 PostScript: the language of print publishing 222
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6.06 PDF—Adobe's Portable Document Format 224
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(i) PostScript 228
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(ii) Managing fonts 231
- Screen fonts 231
- Printer fonts 231
- Adobe Type Manager and other font management

software 231
(iii) Font troubleshooting 232

- Characters are okay on the screen, but don't print
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- Characters are italicized or bold on screen, but not when
printed 232
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Chapter 7. Accessibility 325
Frederick Bowes, III, Electronic Publishing Associates

Digital publishing technologies offerpubUshers and other content providers a
new dimension in shaping their publications. Well-constructed digital
content can be configured to be used with a wide range of accessibUity tools,
including specialized software such as text-to-speech programs, designed to
help people with disabilities gain access to published materials that would
otherwise be unavailable to them. This has not been lost on disability
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r
advocates, who have driven recent federal and state legislation that puts
increasing pressure on publishers to provide their products in formats
accessible to people with a variety of disabilities. This chapter will inform the
reader of key issues, problerns, and opportunities in content accessibility and
what publishers must do, operationally, to meet accessibility needs. It also
contains strategic suggestions about factoring accessibility requirements into
product and business plans.

7.01 Overview 325
(i) Inaccessibility is costly in the Information Age 326

- Education and knowledge are essential tools in the 21st
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proliferating 331
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accessibility issues efficiently 332
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paradigm 333
- XML affords a flexible, cost-effective solution 334

(v) Digital does not mean accessible 334
- Accessibility requires careful tagging 335
- Tagging alone is not enough 335

• Depth of detail 336
• Tables, charts, and graphs 336
• Editorial quality of added content 336

- Security versus accessibility 337
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7.02 A closer look 338
(i) What are "accessible" or "alternate" formats? 339

- The laws are ambiguous 339
• Chafee amendment 339
• Instructional Materials Accessibility Act
meaning of "print-disabled" 339

- Sections 504 and 508 of the Rehabilitation Act cover all
disabilities 340
• Different requirements for different disabilities 340
• Formal qualitative standards for
accommodations are not in place 340

- What can we conclude about accessible alternate
formats? 341
• The IMAA's proposed "national standard
format" for school materials 341
• Needs of Braille makers not likely to go away 342
• No standards for non-K-12 publishers 342

- What about Adobe's PDF? 342
• Protected text makes PDF not accessible 343
• Section 508 has driven Adobe to
address accessibility needs 343
• Secure PDF remains a problem 343

- What alternative formats are actually being used
today? 344
• Text formats 344
• Unstructured ASCII is most common for print works 344
• HTML coming on strong for electronic works 344
• W3C/WAI guidelines becoming a de facto standard 345

(ii) So where are we now? 345
- Many assistive technologies; all require digital content 345
- Scanner generated ASCII is the dominant file form 345
- Braille users are unlikely to be moved 346
- Publishers can anticipate increased demand for electronic

files 346
(iii) What is involved in making a digital work fully accessible? 346

- AccessibUity is a matter of degree 346
- Steps to making a document accessible 347
- Degree of accessibUity desired drives costs 347

(iv) Some key problems in dealing with accessibUity today 348
- Much of the Internet is not accessible 348
- Braille infrastructure is not responsive enough 348
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- Digital Rights Management is in conflict with accessibUity
needs 348

- Legacy and backlist works can be expensive to convert 349
- Embedded rights 349
- User unfamUiarity 350
- Lack of business models 350
- Chafee confusion 350

(v) What are current drivers for change? 351
- Stronger laws 351
- The Internet 351
- XML technologies 352
- Digital Rights Management 352
- High-stakes testing 352

(vi) Strategic considerations relating to alternative formats 353
- Alternate formats as products for sale 353
- Backlist conversions 354
- Competitive considerations 354

(vii) Strategic perspectives 355
- Minimalist approach 355
- Pragmatic approach 356
- Leadership approach 356
- Underlying considerations 357

• Is outsourcing an option? 357
• Technical resources 357
• Editorial resources 357
• Legacy vs. current work 358
• Halo effect 358
• Business models 359
• User support 359
• DRM support 359

(viu) Summary suggestions 359
- Get organized about accessibUity 359
- Get organized about content 360
- Get organized about technology 361
- Get organized about the market 361

7.03 Closing summary 361
7.04 Resources and documents 363

(i) Legislation—federal 363
(u) Legislation—states 364
(iii) Standards 365
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(iv) Making accessible documents 366
(v) Other resources 366

Chapter 8. Digital Printing 369
George Alexander, Executive Editor, the Seybold Report

The technology that is used to print books digitally has been evolving
rapidly. Initially, sheetfed monochrome laser printers were the only
technology available. But today, high-speed roll-fed devices are often used,
full color is becoming more economical, and other printing technologies
(such as inkjet) are coming into use. This chapter describes the available
printing and binding options and some of the new publishing options they
create.

8.01 Overview 369
8.02 Digital printing technologies 369

(i) Input: scanning, PostScript, PDF, and other options 370
- Scanning 370
- PostScript and PDF 371

(ii) Imaging technologies for digital printing 372
- Laser printers and other toner-based printers 372
- InkJet 373
- Elcography 374

(iii) Other factors affecting choices in digital printing 374
- Cost 374
- Speed 375
- FlexibUity 375
-Appearance 376
- Binding 376

8.03 Uses of digital printing 377
(i) Digital printing vs. offset printing 377

- Quality 377
- Speed 377
- FlexibUity 377
- Cost 378
- Operational factors 378

(ii) Printing on demand 378
- Books on demand: making it work 379

(iii) Short-run printing 379
- Applications for short-run printing 380

* Course packs and custom textbooks 380
• Advance copies and review copies 380
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• Backlist books 380
• SmaU publishers and self-publishers 380

- The success of short-run digital printing 381
(iv) Personalized and custom documents 381
(v) The role of the Web 382

8.04 Available printing systems 382
(i) Sheetfed printers 382

- Monochrome sheetfed printing 382
• IBM 3806 383
• Xerox 9700 383
• PostScript and DocuTech 384
• The market today 384

- Color sheetfed printing 385
(U) Roll-fed digital printing 386
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Chapter 9. Multimedia Publishing 393
Florian Brody, President and CEO, Brody Inc.

Since the format of the book evolved from the continuous scroll to the page-
oriented folio, no change in the practice of publishing texts has had such an
impact on the way we perceive and use a book as electronic publishing. This
paradigm shift changes the way text is perceived in time and space and the
integration of text, video, and audio into a multimedia product is a logical
step in an electronic medium. Yet it is not the technology that undergoes the
biggest change, but the role of the publisher, who has to re-emerge as the
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agent of a new medium, still in statu nascendi In the first phase of
multimedia, everybody seemed to be empowered by the new tools and
technologies to become a multimedia producer. Most multimedia
publications do not live up to the promise of an interactive and integrated
experience, but remain an exploration into technologies without a clear goal
It is the publisher who needs to act as the integrator of multiple media types,
multiple experts, and multiple industries in order to do his job—to turn an
idea into a product and make it public. This chapter gives an overview of the
different technologies, standards, and business issues to be considered when
extending electronic publishing into multimedia.
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Chapter 10. Content Management & Web Publishing 418
Bill Trippe, President, New Millennium Publishing
Mark Walter, Consultant, Seybold Consulting Group

This chapter tackles two subjects—the process of publishing on the Web, and
the technology called content management that has emerged to address Web
publishing. Publishers who have moved to the Web have found it brings all
the challenges of print publishing—and some new challenges that are
unique to the Web. Content management technology has grown to meet
these challenges, but has also brought with it technical complexity that is
new for some publishers. This chapter outlines the technical issues regarding
content management, and gives the readers a framework for understanding
how content management technology can help their publishing processes.
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(ii) Proprietary CMS development issues 447
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Chapter 11. Electronic Books & the Open eBook Publication
Structure 455

Allen Renear, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Dorothea Salo, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Electronic books, or e-books, will soon be a major part of electronic
publishing. This chapter introduces the notion of electronic books, reviewing
their history, the advantages they promise, and the difficulties in predicting
the pace and nature of e-book development and adoption. It then analyzes
some of the critical problems facing both individual publishers and the
industry as a whole, drawing on our current understanding of fundamental
principles and best practice in information processing and publishing. In the
context of this analysis the Open eBook Forum Publication Structure, a
widely used XML-based content format, is presented as a foundation for
high-performance electronic publishing.
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- Why we need yet another specification 458
- What it is, in a little more detail 459
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conditions 461
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documents 462
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- Ubiquity of reading devices 472
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- Critical mass .of content 472
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- Culture of electronic reading 472
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- Form factor 473
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(i) Introduction 474
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- Logical vs. presentational 475
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structure from presentation 475
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experience 494
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Chapter 12. Archiving 521
Heather Malloy, Digital Archive Manager, John Wiley & Sons

Maintaining ownership of commercially viable digital assets is increasingly
important. As digital files have become the de facto standard for use and
reuse of products published both in print and electronic formats, libraries
and publishers are working to create a viable way to store and preserve
digital assets. Publishers have additional reasons for creating the process and
infrastructure for storing their digital materials: the potential for reduced
operating costs and increased profit margins associated with reusable
content and the increased revenue derived from licensing, selling, or
otherwise making available content that is centrally available. This chapter
will focus on the issues facing publishers, but will also provide an overview
of the wider issues involving archiving.
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The purpose of this chapter is to give a succinct overview of the various legal
doctrines that apply to digital publishing and to make the concepts and basic
rules as accessible as possible. This chapter does not substitute for legal
advice on any specific matter that the reader may encounter; rather, it is
intended to help the reader be more alert to legal issues that may arise, and
be a more informed consumer of legal services. It does not, of course,
purport to address all the legal issues that a publisher will encounter.
Publishers are businesses, and must deal with all the laws that affect
businesses of every kind. Nor does this chapter address some issues that are
common to everyone who does business on the Internet, such as the laws of
consumer privacy, e-commerce, and the like. The main focus is on copyright,
as that creates the property that is the currency of publishing. This chapter
will also deal with other intellectual property principles and with some other
concerns, such as libel, that are uniquely central to publishing.
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(iv) Copyright registration 553
(v) The rights of a copyright owner 553

-Copies 553
- Derivative works 553
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13-02 Trademark law 570
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Chapter 14. International Issues 587
Robert E. Baensch, Director, Center for Publishing, New York University

This chapter highlights the twelve key elements that are most important for
international communications, online publishing, and e-commerce on the
Internet. The size of organization or location of country is irrelevant,
because the World Wide Web is a stateless network and framework that goes
beyond the physical location of electronic resources and information by
connecting millions of computers into a seamless global network. Statistics
on Internet users worldwide, with a focus on Europe, Asia, and South
America, establish a meaningful framework for what it really means to
publish globally. A review of the international publishing activities of
professional, legal, scientific, technical, and medical journal publishers offers
realistic working examples for publishers who are considering the
development of their international on-line business. A concise analysis of
geographic, cultural, language, economic, technological, and legal factors
provides perspective on the global environment for digital publishing.
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Chapter 15. Digital Rights Management 616
Paul Hilts, Former Technology Editor, Publisher's Weekly

One of the promises of the digital revolution in publishing is that it has the
potential to give owners of content—authors, publishers, aggregators—new,
robust tools for more intelligent, efficient, and effective management of their
content. Nowhere have the benefits of new technology been more eagerly
awaited than in the area of rights management. However, content owners
have been groping not only for the right technology but for the right
applications of competing technologies—as well as dealing with changing
business models, customer resistance, legal challenges, and implementation
questions. This chapter explores the fundamentals of Digital Rights
Management and the different DRM technologies available in order to help
publishers and their partners implement the right technology in the right
manner.
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- Demographics-per-view 623
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